At all times the right to undertake scientific research has been granted as a privilege to a minority of highly intelligent people. As a rule, their work at any time and in any field unpredictably became the key to evo lutionary processes providing a con tinuing basis for living. This has always been a primary justification for basic research and particularly for its free dom to select its fields. Until the beginning of this century the need for most people to be engaged directly in securing food and living kept the number of scientists and researchers down to a small minority, and the high cost of scientific education was a further impediment.
Since then both limiting factors have vanished and the scientific com munity has undergone an explosion in quantity in the highly industrialized nations. In addition the subjects of research began to absorb funds of enormous size, particularly in physics. While the former limiting factors thus disappeared a new restriction arose, viz. that due to finite financial resour ces. But strangely enough, in spite of their acute sense of logic, very few scientists ever reacted consequently by optimizing their operations within this new boundary condition. Instead, everybody Is now diligently trying to push this financial limit further out at the expense of other items in the national and international budgets. Whereas this elbowing technique works to a certain extent and, in fact, is taken into account beforehand by the finance ministers, is has also gene rally weakened the rightful arguments of scientists for particular requests to finance projects of a ' vital ' nature. What is worse is that, above a certain organizational and financial level, the scientific community on its own has never seriously attempted to optimize the fund distribution within the given limits. As a consequence, this uncom fortable optimization process has been left to a group of people of much less understanding for science, namely to the politicians, to an extent which does not reflect much glory on the men of science. The reason for this non-com mittal attitude of scientists is by no means due to an inherent inability to plan, but most probably follows from their traditional noble attitude never to interfere anywhere but in the field of their highest competence. In doing so they are now faced increasingly by situations where the unavoidable financial regulating processes imposed on their work result in painful sur prises.
The recent report on the fate of ESRIN (Europhysics News, Vol. 2, No. 9) is just one more example of the perfect justification for a research institute from the physics point of view. But there is no reference to any long-range plan of support which was altered and to the reasons for this change, nor is it indicated who relinquished the commitments on which the ESRIN scientists had built their career at the start. In consider ing such unfortunate situations one cannot help asking why scientists do not play a more active role in planning and securing the economic basis of their work and future.
Starting from the fact that all research money must somewhere be earned through productive work and that it can only represent a predeter mined share of the Gross National Product, there remains the admittedly huge task of subdividing the available and the anticipated money among all research disciplines. So far very few scientists have dared to look for value criteria which could be applied. They rather accept that non-scientific government bodies replace such miss ing criteria by efforts to satisfy political challenges and requests according to the degree of persistence with which the arguments are brought forward (' lobbying '). Political goals, elections, prestige and scientific rank are the factors used for assessment. Where can we find a scientific forum whose members are willing to abandon the idea of personal scientific success and, instead, try to establish a responsible body to determine what science as a whole should do with its funds ? While some institutions undertake to opti mize the use of funds internally, so far most national and international scientific organizations restrict them selves to explore and exploit sources of money in order to arrange more scientific events -which is their prim ary function under their charter. This attitude inevitably puts them in oppos ition to those bodies who have to find the money. Why not go one step further and attempt to plan for the optimum allocation of the available money rather than leave this difficult decision to be made on non-scientific grounds ?
The European Physical Society is one of the youngest international scientific organizations. It could follow the footsteps of traditional non-com mitment regarding the control of science. On this path the EPS stands no better chance of being taken seriously than any other scientific organization, as the time has gone when the world just bowed before the scientist. But the EPS, being young, has the unique opportunity of engaging in European science policies in a more integral and responsible manner than by just asking for more money or complaining about not enough. We, the physicists, must become mature enough to develop through self-control the kind of advice which governments can readily apply to their science policies and in which account has already been taken of all the limiting factors to be imposed on any ideal scheme for it to be rea lizable. The following question might then be asked : Is it right to spend US $ 100 million per year in ESRO while we do not even know, for ins tance, how little is spent on the ' hou sekeeping ' of Europe's water ? Can we afford to stay out of such questions or to excuse ourselves by stating that we are not sufficiently qualified to answer them ? Who else would be qualified ?
There are a number of even more imminent problem areas which would benefit from the attention and the engagement of an organization like the EPS : -As F. All indicated tasks in science policy are of a nature to defy solution by honorary engagement. A thorough attack on any one of these subjects of Europe-wide interest calls for a group of outstanding scientists from different disciplines engaged on a full time basis. Thus the EPS at present can only point to the needs and indi cate ways of approaching them. But the EPS could state, for instance, that all research funds must be reduced, let us say, by 1 %, this saving being allocated to strategic research plann ing in Europe, and that the first inter national institute to be supported must be this strategic planning staff. Need less to say that its members must be completely free from present and future personal interest in a particular research field ; they should be com missioned and paid by the highest European authority, and to belong to this planning staff ought to be an honour akin to that of being a Nobel laureate. By the way, the requisite planning ability may not necessarily be characterized by the possession of a Nobel prize. The EPS could identifiy qualified people and contributors among its members and, last but not least, serve as a forum to alert the scientific world about its duty to engage in active self-control for the benefit of society.
In following such lines of thought the EPS will be faced with enormous problems and tasks but these should be no bigger than those which the nations of Europe have accepted to tackle, namely, to create the con ditions for Europe and its culture to survive. The European Physical Society has a chance to participate in this by accepting those challenges which can best be met by the know ledge and the insight of physicists.
